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A b s t r a c t  
An enhanced sinusoidal model, which employs the time-varying 
amplitudes of three components to track the fast dynamicd vari- 
ations during the transition speech segments. and exploits the 
redundancies between the near-neighborhood components to re- 
duce the number of sinusoidal components to a maximum of ?O 
with high synthesized quality is presented. Many components can 
be determined by linear prediction of the dominant and funda- 
mental components, thereby reducing the number of the param- 
eters required to be transmitted and the corresponding bit rate. 
This approach improves the synthesized quality of the unvoiced 
and transition speech segmenrs. 
An optimal algorithm for extracting dominant frequencies by 
formats and pitches is compared with a DFT method. The 
effects on the synthesis quality of the number of the time-varying 
amplitudes and the different base functions are compared. 
Two vector quantization codebooks with group classifications are 
developed to reduce the storage and computation load for a 4.8 
kbitsls coder. Objective meuurernents give a cepstrurn distance 
of 2.62 dB for several phonetically balanced sentences. Informal 
listening tests have shown that the proposed speech coder with 
an enhanced sinusoidal model can obtain good quality speech at 
4.8 kbits/s. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
A speech coding system with high quality, a t  bit rates from 

2.4 to 4.8 kbitsJs, will be required for the next generation of 
the advanced mobile radio and satellite communications systems. 
The sinusoidd andysisJsynthesis system proposed by McAulay 
[I], has been shown to produce synthetic speech of very high 
quality. However, a direct application of thismethod requires 
a large number of the parameters in the basic sinusoidd repre- 
sentation to achieve high quality speech. Several speech coding 
system, based on harmonic coding [?] and zerc~phare version (31 
of the sinusoidd model, have been recently introduced to reduce 
the required number of the parametem of the model. These mod- 
ifications result, to some extent, in the degradation of the speech 
quality, particularly in unvoiced and transition segments. 

An enhanced sinusoidd model, which employs the time- 
varying amplitudes of three components to track the fast dynami- 
cal variations and exploits the redundancies between the adjacent 
components to reduce the number of sinusoidd parameters with 
high quality is presented in this paper. Many components can 
be reconstructed by the linear prediction of the dominant and 
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fundamental components. This approach improves the speech 
quality, particularly for unvoiced and rransition segments, at low 
bit rates. 

The proposed enhanced sinusoidal model is described in Sec- 
tion ?. An optimal algorithm for extracting dominant frequencies 
is discussed in Section 3. The effects on the speech quality of the 
number of the time-varying amplitudes and the different base 
functions are compared in Section 4. In the last section a param- 
eter quantization strategy is described for a 4.8 kbits/s coder. 
Objective measurements give a cepstrum distance of 2.62 dB for 
several phonetically balan-ced sentences. Informal listening tests 
have shown that the proposed speech coding system can obtain 
high quality at 4.8 kbits/s. 

2. T h e  E n h a n c e d  S i n u s o i d a l  M o d e l  
A basic sinusoidal representation of speech signal S ( t )  for the 

frames of length T could be approximately expressed by a sum 
of sine waves with arbitrary amplitudes, frequencies and phases. 
For n-th frame, 

Where .4L,n(t) - the amplitude of the k-th sinusoidal com- 
ponent 

Bk,,(t) - the phase of the k-th sinusoid 
Nn - the number of sinusoidal components 
Since speech signals are not truly periodical, the number of 

the sinusoids required for unvoiced and transition segments could 
be as many as 80. The objective of the enhanced sinusoidal 
model is to reduce the maximum number of ilnusoids from 80 to 
a smaller number such as 20, while maintaining high quality. 

The enhanced sinusoidal model can be represented by (for 
frame n)  

where S ( t )  - the reconstructed speech signal 
wkSn- dominant frequencies 
& ( t )  - time-varying amplitudes 
& ( t )  - time-varying phases 
upan - a pitch frequency or estimate of unvoiced segment 
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Table 1 Spectral Prediction Coefficients 

{ ski )- a set of spectral prediction coefficients 
D - the number of the prediction components 
N - the number of the dominant sinusoids 
The difference between the basic and the enhanced sinu- 

soidal model is the second term in the expression (2).  Only 
the parameters of the dominant sinusoids need he transmitted. 
The other sinusoids are generated by spectral regeneration us- 
ing linear spectral prediction, is shown in -Fig. 1. The sinw 
soids between the dominant components, tha t  is those with Ire- 
quencies wt,n-mwp.n,  w ~ , . + ( - m + l ) ~ ~ . . ,  . . ., W I . . , , S ( ~ ~ - ~ ) W ~ . ~ ,  

~ k , ~ + m w , , . .  are reconstructed by linear prediction of the cor- 
responding 2D neighboring don~inant sinusoidal components at 
frequencies ( w I - D , ~ ~  W I - D + I , ~ ,  . . ., W I + D - I . ~ ,  W I + . D . ~  1. 

Fig. 1 Spectral Regeneration 

T h e  estimates of the m regenerated components between the 
dominant frequencies are determined by the expression, 

where { ah,, ) are the spectral prediction coefficients. 
T h e  set of the spectral prediction coefficients are determined 

with the mean-square-error criterion. Let E denote the MSE for 
the difference between the real and estimated amplitudes. 

The  minimization of the MSE of (4 )  leads to a set of linear 
equations (5) with a Toeplitz matrix. 

In this paper we use 5 fixed spectral prediction coefficients. 
T l ~ c  cquationa have to he solvecl T ~ O I I I  the st:rtis\.ics, brrzecl 011 a 
large speech data base. I n  addition, experiments were conduct.ed 
t o  fine tune the parameters based on subjective qnditp. The 
resulting coefficients are shown in Tahle 1 .  

3. E o t i l n ~ t i o n  o f  T i l n e - v ~ r ~ i l ~ g  A l n ~ l i t u d e e  i n  
frame 

The time-varying amplitudes for the sinusoidal model within 
the frames can track the fast dynamical variations during the 
trat~sitions. Those amplitudes are specified by the linear combi- 
nations of some known functions of time 1 ,  

where the subscript k refers to  the k-th sinusoid and c,,k are the 
parameters to be estimated. 

The amplitudes can be well approximated with this polyn* 
mid, the numher of terms Qk increases. The amplitudes are 
determined by analysis-by-sy nthesis procedures to fit speech en- 
v e l o p s  Substituting (6) into the sinusoidd representation ( 2 ) .  
the synthesized signal can be given as 

where they,  are the parameters, whiclr include the both phnses 
and amplitudes t.lirongh simple trigonometric manipulations. 

where1 5 I; I N ,  1 5  i <Qk. 
The estimation of the set of g, coefficients is performed by 

the minimization of the mean-square-error E between the original 
and synthesized signals, 

It leads to  a set of linear equations with positive definite matrix, 
which could be efficiently solved by the Cholesky decomposition 
met.hod. 

Six different parameters for the time-varying amplitudes have 
been tested and compared with segmental SNR (dB) and subjec- 
tive listening. The  experimental results are listed in Table 2. 
Using six sinusoids with one linear and two quadratic varying 
amplitudes is much better than ten sinusoids with constant am- 
plitudes. The improvement in terms of SNR improvement is 5.85 
dB. The larger the number of sinusoids with tirncvarying am- 
plitudes, the better the objective and perceptual quality. How- 
ever, the complexity also increases. As  a compromise, three time- 
varying amplitudes with one quadratic and two linear functions 
for the sinusoidal model are used for the proposed speech coding 
system. 

4. E s t i m a t i o n  of Dominant F'requencies wk,. 

The estimation o f t h e  dominant frequencies for the enhanced 
sinusoidal model is one of the important L u e s  for the model. The  
dominant frequencies cannot be simply extracted by picking up 
the components with relatively larger magnitudes using the DFT,  
because most of components with higher magnitudes are concen- 
trated on the first and second formats. Using such an approach, 
it is not possible t o  reconstruct the components of formats in 
high frequency hands, because of the lack of dominant compc- 
ncnt.s in these bands. Compared with the original spectrum in 



1 Model ~ a r a m c r e n  I No. of Par. [ ShX (dB: 1 Perceptual Quality 1 
( I0 sine waver with I 1 I I 
[ constant amplitudes I 30 7.94 Poor I 
1 9 sine waves with I I I 1 

6 sine waves with 
1 lin. ? quad. ?S 13.79 better J 

one linear func. 
9 sine waver with 
two linear func. 

8 sine wav- with 
3 linear func. 

7 sine waves with 
? lin. 1 auad. 

Table 2 Comparisons Between 6 Time-varying 
Amplitudes 

Fig. ? . the distortion due to the simple DFT method wirh high 
cepstrum distance is apparent, as shown in Fig. 3. 

29 

3 1 

30 

29 

The estimation of the dominant frequency from the pitch 
and formats, as developed in this paper, is determined by the 
following steps: 

1. Pitch estimation a,,, ; 

10.17 

11.40 

11.89 

13.20 

?. Formants extracted from the LPC spec:rum: 
3. Firs:, only 1 or 2 peak components in each format are con- 

sidered LO the dominant frequencies { r ; ~ . .  ) ; 

good 

good 

good 

better 

4. The remaining dominant frequencies are defined by extract- 
ing those larger magnitudes of the spectrum. The total num- 
ber of dominant frecuencies is Limited to 30: 

5. The intervals of the consecutive dominant frequencies are 
checked. If wk,, - a ( k , 1 , . ,  > 7uP,, ,  additional dominant 
frequencies are inserted into the gaps. 
The pitch extraction algorithm. referred to a s  parallel pro- 

cessing in the frequency domain [ A ] ,  has been used to extract 
pitch frequency with pitch errors smaller than 0.5%. The errors 
mainly occur in low pitch and transition segments. The purpose 
of Steps (3) and (5) is to make the distribution of the dominant 
components more uniform in the spectrum. This allows for the 
recovery of the original spectrum within the gaps using the lin- 
ear prediction of the dominant components and harmonics . The  
spectrum of the synthesized speech is shown in Fig. I. The c e p  
rtral distance improves by 1.39 dB, compared with the simple 
DFT method. 

5. Parameters Quantization 
The total number of parameten to be quantized is equal to 

65 for the enhanced sinusoidal model. This count includes 20 
sinusoidal components, with amplitudes, dominant frequencies, 
phases, pitch, and three time-varying amplitudes. ~ u u m i n g  the 
length of the speech analysis frame is 2?.5 nu. (180 wnpla  a t  
a 8 kHz sampling rate), the total number of available bits 'u 
equal to 108 bits/frame for a 4.8 kbits/s speech coding system. 
Since the number of bits is rather low, vector quantization is used 
for the dominant frequencies, amplitudes and p h w s .  However. 
the pitch, the locations of the three sinusoids with time-varying 
amplitudes, and the p h u e  prediction residual are quantized 
using scalar quantization. T h e  bit docations for the speech 
coding system using the enhanced sinusoidal model a t  4.8 ktits/s 
are Listed in Table 3. (Notations: SQ-Scalar Quantization: VQ- 
Vector Quantization; CSPVQ-Gain-Shape Product VQ) 
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Fig. 2 Original Speech 

Fig. 3 Synthesis Speech with Estirnation of Dominant 
Frequency by DFT 

Fig. 4 Synthais Speech with Estimation of Dominant 
Frequency by Formats and Pitch 



Pitch I S S Q  
Dominant Frea. I lOVQ 

t 
locations for Three TV eom. 1 13 SQ 

A r n ~ l i t u d a  of 2 linear 1 auad. 1 13 GSPVQ 

Parameten 

Amptitudes of constant ampl. 1 26 GSPVQ 

Phsre   re diction I 8 s Q  

bits 

3 dominant corn. I 8 ' 4  
Phsse residuals I ?? SQ 

Synchronization 1 2 

I t o t d  1 108 1 
Table 3 Bit Allocations 

The reconstructed speech waveforms and spectrums of the 
proposed speech coding system are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. The  
solid curves represent the original speech signal and the dashed 
curves stand for the synthesiztd signal. The cepstrum distance 
is 2.62 dB. 

Fig. 5 The Synthesis Wnvebrms and Spectrum for A 
Female Speech 

Pig. 6 The Synthesis Waveforms and Spectrum for a 
Male Speech 

6. Conclusions 

nents. I t  h u  reduced the number of the parameters, apec idy ,  
in the unvoiced and transition segments by 2/3 while maintain. 
ing high quality. The dgorithm for extracting the dominant f r c  
quencies from the formats and pitch is better than a simple DFT 
method. The choice of three time.varying amplitudes with two 
linear and one quadratic functions is a good trade-off between 
speech quality and complexity. Phase prediction can also be 
applied to reduce the parameters for transmission. The objec. 
tive tests with cepstrum distance of 2.62 dB for several pho. 
net icdy bdanced sentences and informal listening comparisons 
have shown that the speech coding system using an enhanced 
sinusoidd model can reach to good quality a t  4.8 kbits/s. 
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